B Fast-track extension

Presented by: Ved Shanbhogue

Tech Chairs Review
B extension ratification plan

- It has been recognized that there is a need to officially standardize a "B" extension
  - Represents the collection of the Zba, Zbb, Zbs extensions
  - Provide consistency and conciseness across toolchains and how they identify support for these
- A fast track to officially standardize this extension was approved by ARC [1].

Freeze Milestone deliverables:
1. Specification
2. Sail
3. Spike
4. Qemu
5. binutils
6. riscv-config
7. riscv-arch-test

Fast Track Approved & AR started 12/12/2023
Members review started 1/3/2024
Expected AR Complete 2/15/2024
Public Review Complete 6/1/2024
Ready for Ratification Ready Vote 6/5/2025

Draft specification: https://github.com/riscv/riscv-b
Jira: https://jira.riscv.org/browse/RVS-2006

Requesting Tech chairs approval for the B extension ratification plan